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ABSTRACT

This report praetnts the results of an evaluation of the potential
harards associated wit. the use of various formuations of fosmable
hydrophilic polyisocyanates containing onm to two weight percent free
toluene ditsocyanate (TlI) in Air Force Pacer Foam operations. TDI
concentrations and generation rates are presented as well as recom-
mended controls for the use of these prepolymers in foaming operations.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. Background: Air Force Packaging and Containerization personnel
propose to use two recently developed hydrophilic polyurethane pre-
polymers containing one to two weight percent free toluene diisocyanate
(TDI) in foam-in-place packaging eperations. The prepolymers (HYPOLj
FlIP 2000 and 3000). manufactured by W. R. Grace 6 Company. Columbia.
Maryland. ire claimed to have superior fire retardant properties and a
wider rang, of applications than foams presently in industrial use because
the cell structure and other properties of the foam can be easily controlled
by changki- t he amount of water and the type of surface - active agent
("Surfactant" i,!. The Chief. Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency.
Wright-Patterson AFB OH. requested an evaluation of the TDI hazards
involved in the use of these prepolymers in Air Force packaging operations.

2. Purpose: This report presents the results ofan avaluation of
potential TDI exposures of personnel using HYPOL FHP 2000 and FHP

j,. 3000 as well as recommendations regarding engineering controls to
reduce TDI exposures. The evaluation was conducted at the USAF
Environmental Health Laboratory, McClellan AFB CA (USAFEHL-M),
from 7 - 21 March 1975.

3. Survey Personnel:

a. Mr Philip Diamond - Industrial Hygienist, USAFEHL-14.

b. Capt Marlin L. Sweigart - Bioenvironmental Engineer.
USAFEHL-M.

c. Mr Brick Mesman - Chemist. USAFEHL-M.

4. Personnel Contacted:

a. Mr Paul Robbins - Chief, Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency.
Wright-Patterson AFB OH.

b. Capt Bruce Ii. Dye - Chief, Materials Division, Directorate
of Packaging and Containerization, Wright-Patterson AFB OH.

c. Dr C. L. Kehr - W. B. Grace a Company, Columbia, Maryland.
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SECTION U

POLYURETHANE FOAM

1. General: Polyurethane foam is "an expanded cellular plastic pro-
duct formed by reacting a prepolymer with a pqlyol blend." (Ref. 1).
The resulting cellular structure is open-celled and sponge-like and
classified as a flexible packaging material. This product is less
expensive and easier to handle than more rigid forms of packaging.
and is widely used throughout the Air Force. The Air Force employs
various types of polyurethane foam-in-place encapsulation packaging
systems and generally refers to them as Pacer Foaa Operations.

2. Typical Pacer Foam Operations:

a. The two components in a typical foam-in-place operation consist
of a prepolymer designated Component A and a polyol blend designated
Component B. They are usually mixed in a 50-50 ratio by volume to
produce the final packaging material. The prepolymer component
contains the isocyanate portion of the formulation. Component B
(the polyol blend) is a mixture of various chemicals, including foam
stabilizers (methyl glucoside. sorbitol, sucrose), blowing agents
(CO . Freon* 1). flame and fire retardants (phosphate esters, poly-
esters), and catalysts (amines. polyamines. guidelines, morpholines.
organotin compound., silicones) (Ref. 2). The particular components
in any blend depend on the manufacturer and the type of foam desired.

b. The components are mixed manually or mechanically. The
manual system consists either of hand mixing or as a batch operation.
Mechanical mixing uses various types of dispensing equipment which
automatically ration and mix the two components. This equipment
usually consists of a spray gun type apparatus which can be either
hand held or permanently mounted.

3. HYPOL FHP 2000 and FHP 3000:

a. The HYPOL~foam polymer formulations differ in several ways
from formulations now in use in Air Force Pacer Foam Operations.
These newly developed hydrophilic prepolymers have the ability to
form plastic foam with only the addition of water and a surfactant.
Component A of these formulations consists of a hydrophilic polyure-
thane prepolymer containing from one to two percent free TDI. which
is the unreacted portion of the original TDI prepolymerized by the
addition of a polycl. When water is added to the prepolymerized

2



E urethane the products are a substituted urea and carbon dioxide
(CO,). The CO 2 is the foaming agent in the process. The amcunt
of water added to the HYPOLO hydrophilic prepolymer does not have
to be carefully adjusted to the stoichiometric equivalent of isocyanate.
Rather, a broad range of water to prepolymer ratios can be used. This
ability to accept large and relatively uncontrolled amounts of water
makes it possible to introduce a wide variety of functional additives
in the aqueous stream. These include flame retardants, reinforcing
agents, colorants, cleaning agents. etc.

b. The tire retardant properties of HYPOLC are claimed to be
vastly superior to conventional polyurethane foams. The manufacturer
reports a Limiting Oxygen Index (MI) range for HYPOL- foams of 25
to 35 without additives, compared with 15 to 18 for conventional foams.
Improved flame retardant characteristics can also be achieved by
adding flame retardants to the prepolymer or to the water (Ref. 3).
Physcial and chemical properties as well as numerous applications
of several different HYPOL FHP 3000 and FHP 2000 formulations are
presented in Appendix B.

4. Toxicity of TDI:

a. TDI is an irritating material causing both skin and respiratory

tract irritation. It is capable of causing irritation by direct contact
with the liquid or by e:cposure to high vapor conce;, rations. TDI
is a sensitizing agent uhen inhaled. After sensitization workers are
subject to asthmatic attacks upon reexposure to very low concentrations
of the material in air (Ref. 4). The Threshold Limit Value (TLV)
committee of the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists recommends a r-ceiling" TLV for TD[ of 0.02 parts per
million (ppm). i.e.. a concentratiun that should rot be exceeded at
any time during exposure (Ref. 5). The National Institute for Occupa-
tional Safety 6 Health (NIOSH) TDI Criteria Document recommends
that no worker be exposed to a time-weighted average (TWA) concen-
tration of more than 0.005 ppm for any eight hour work day (Ref. 4).

b. Brief human exposures to concentrations near the TLV have
been shown to produce a progressive illness characterized by breath-
lessness, chest discomfort and reduced pulmonary function. Higher
concentrations have caused trachael and laryngeal irritation and
severe coughing spasms, leading to labored respiration and cyanosis
(Ref. 6). For an extensive summary of both human and animal exposures
to various concentrations of TDI the reader is referred to the NIOSH
Criteria Document for Occupational Exposure to Toluene Diisocyanate
1973 (Ref. 4).



SECTION III

AIR SAMPLING PROCEDURES

1. Formulations: As recommended by the Air Force Packaging Evalua-
tion Agency, thre different formulations of the HYPOL& prepolymer were
evaluated. These formulations are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

HYPOL@ FORMULATIONS

Formulation #1 Regular Foam (HYPOLO FlP 3000)

Component A Component B

100 parts prepolymer FliP 3000 50 parts water

1 part L-520 Silicone Surfactant

Formulation #2 Reglar Foam OYPOLS FlIP 3000 With Added TDI
For Lower Density

Component A component B

100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water

20 parts TDI

1 part L-520

Formulation #3 Regular Angel Foam 'Tk(p 2000) For SoftneUs
Water Wickability

Component A Compope!# B

20 parts prepolymer 50 parts water

10 parts pluronic L-64

4



2. Sampling Procedures:

The formulations were hand mixed in small containers and sealed
in Tedlar® bags within seconds of the beginning of the rise cycle
(see Appendix B, page 4) of the foam. The sealed bags were filled with
pure dry air. Impinger samples were taken directly from the bag and
analyzed for TDI using the Grim and Linch procedure (Appendix C).
Two impinger samples were taken from each bag; a three minute sample
was taken starting immediately after the bag was sealed and the dry air
added, and a seven minute sample was taken immediately after the three
minute sample (see Section IV). The Tedlar@ bags contained approxi-
mately 12 liters of air when filled; thus almost the entire air volume of
the bag was sampled during the total 10 minutes of sampling. The
weight of the foam produced in each mixing was determined as well
as the amount of exposed surface area of the foam. Six air samples
were taken using the first formulation, four samples using the second
formulation and six samples using the third formulation.

SECTION IV

DISCUSSION AND SAMPLING RESULTS

1. Maximum TDI Generation Phase: One objective of this study was
to determine if maximum TDI generation occurred during the rise phase
of the reaction. It was expected that most of the TDI generated would
be evolved during this phase, i.e., during the first three minutes
follow.-ng mixing of the HYPOL®FHP 3000 and FHP 2000 formulations.
Bag concentrations were determined for the first three minutes, for
the last seven minutes. and for the entire ten minutes of sampling. If
maximum TDI gsneration occurred during the first three minutes, the
seven minute and ten minute concelutrations were expected to be equal
to or slightly grea~er than the #hree minute concentrations. As Table
II shows, the seven and ten minute samples were actually less than the
three minute ones. These low concentrations probably resulted from
an interference reacti'n of the excess water with the free TDI. All
three formulations uset: quantities of water above the exact stoichiometric
requirement. The abiliti to use excess quantities of water in mixing
these formulations is considered to be one of the advantages of these
prepolymers. The quantities of airborne TDI determined by the Grim
and Linch modification of the Marcali Method (Ref. 7) are greatly affected
by any moisture in the sampling atmosphere. Marcali attributes this
effect to the hydrolysis of TDI to a primary d'amine, or other amines
which are not detected as free TDI. thus resulting in an unrepresentatively
low TDI concentration. During the initial exothermic reaction (the first

5



TABLE I1

TDI CONCENTRATIONS

Sample Volume 3 Min Conc. 7 Min Conc. 10 Min Conc.

No Formula Air (9) g TDI (I (g/) g/ :

1 1 3 10.0 3.33

2 1 7 14.5 2.07

1 & 2 1 10 24.5 2.45

3 1 3 8.5 2.83

4 1 7 15.0 2.14

3 & 4 1 10 23.5 2.35

5 1 3 12.0 4.00

6 1 7 15.0 2.14

5 & 6 1 10 27.0 2.70

7 2 3 52.5 17.50

8 2 7 94.5 13.50

7 & 8 2 10 147.0 14.70

9 2 3 39.0 13.00

10 2 7 90.0 12.86

9 & 10 2 10 129.0 12.90

11 3 3 12.6 4.20

12 3 7 23.1 3.30

11 12 3 10 35.7 3.57

13 3 3 7.5 2.50

14 3 7 10.8 1.54

13 & 14 3 10 18.3 1.83

15 3 3 7.5 2.50

16 3 7 12.6 1.80

15 & 16 3 10 20.1 2.01

6
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three minute sample) the excess water was vaporized by the reaction
heat. The vaporized water reacted with the free TDI to form a primary
diamine which was not diazotized by the sodium nitrate-sodium bromide
solution thus indicating a lower TDI concentration than was actually
present during the seven minute sampling period. Marcali estimated
that TDI concantrations taken in moisturized atmospheres may be as
much as 30% lower than the actual concentration (Ref. 7). In his study
Dyson, et al (Ref. 8) also showed a maximum reduction of 50 percent
for concentrations of 0.4 and 0.034 ppm TDI at relativc humidities up
to 85%. The reduction depended solely on the water vapor concentration
and was fairly rapid. The seven minute concentrations taken in this study
actually averaged 29% lower than the three minute concentrations and
the overall ten minute concentrations were 20% lower than the three minute
ones. This data strongly support Marcali moisture interference theory
as well as the original hypothesis that almost all of the TDI was emitted
during the rise phase of the reaction.

2. Formulatioh Variations: Table III shows the airborne TDI concen-
trations at the end of the initial three minute sampling period. As
Table III shows, formulation #2 had produced a significantly higher
concentration than the other two mixtures. Formulation # 2 was
the only mixture of the three in which free TDI was added to Component
A during the mixing. Free TDI is added to increase the amount of COz
given off during the reaction. This excess CO2 provides a greater foaming
action whi..h results in a lighter den .ity product.

3. Interferences: The concentrations of TDI found in the sampling
bags could have been influenced by several factors which might have
altered the final concentrations.

a. As explained in paragraph 1 of this section, the final 10 minute
concentrations were probably 30% lower than the actual concentrations
due to the interference of excess moisture in the bag.

b. The prepolymer was extremely viscous and difficult to pour
and measure. An attempt was made to completely seal the prepolymer
container af ter each test, however, the viscosity gradually increased,
indicating crystallization by moisture absorption. Moisture absorption
could also have decreased the percent free TDI in the prepolymer due
to urea formation and/or volatilization. This could have resulted in
TDI concentration lower than would be obtained by using fresh, newly
opened prepolymer.

4. TDI Generation Rates: The TDI concentrations shown in Table III
are concentrations in the Tedlar' bags. In an attempt to relate these

7 13<



TABLE III

TDI CONCENTRATIONS AND GENERATION RATES

Sample No Formula Vol Air (L) pg TDI PPM Foam'Wt (grins)

1 1 10 33.3 0.467 26.9

2 1 10 28.3 0.397 27.0

3 1 10 40.0 0.562 22.5

4 2 10 175.00 2.475 49.4

5 2 10 130.00 1.825 44.4

6 3 10 42.00 0.590 33.4

7 3 10 25.00 0.351 39.1

8 3 10 25.00 0.351 33.7

Generation Rates:

Formulation 1 = 1.33 pg TDI/gram foam produced

Formulation 2 = 3.25 pg TDI/gram foam produced

Formulation 3 = 0.87 pg TDI/gram foam produced

8
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test concentrations to actual concentrations experienced during Pacer
Foam operations. TDI generation rates for the three formulations were
calculated. These rates are shown in Table I and give the average
number of micrograms of TDI generated per weight of foam produced.
As expected Formulation #2 had the highest rate.

SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Ven"Alation:

a. These calculated generation rates can be used to design a
ventilation system for each particular Pacer Foam operation. They
were calculated using the total amount of TDI present in the bags at
the end of the initial three minute sampling period. The three minute
samples were also subject to TDI loss from moisture interference,
therefore ventilation designs should include a sufficient safety factor
which allows for at least a 30% higher emission rate.

b. In order to get an idea of the vent;'-tion requJ-ements needed
in a Pacer Foam operation utilizing the HYPOL prepolymer, a calculation
was made using the physical parameters of the McClellan AFB foam
operation. This calculation is presented in Appendix A. With a single
flex foam gun pouring 30 lbs/ min of FHP 3000 (Formulation #2) in a
30'x12'x81 room. the McClellan operation would require a minimum
910 air changes/hr just to keep the concentration of TDI at the eight

hour NIOSH recommended TWA. Accounting for imperfect mixing, air
distribution and safety factors a minimum of 1800 air changes/hr would
be required.

c. Because of the recognized high toxicity of TDI and the emission
rates calculated, local exhaust ventilation must be provided for any Pacer
Foam operation using the HYPOL FHP 3000 or FHP 2000 prepolymer.
A local exhaust system would contain the TDI vapors generated during
such work and prevent their migration to other work areas. A local
exhaust ventilation system similar to a paint spray booth should be

provided for the foaming operation.

d. Curing and demold areas should also have local exhaust
ventilation; however, the exact design would have to be based on the
specific process. If the foam is enclosed in plastic and the boxes
closed during the curing process less ventilation would be necessary.
On the other hand, if the boxes are left open during the curing proces;

9.5



a ventilation system similar to the foam area system should be provided.

2. Free TDI Restriction: If the HYPOL® prepolymers are utilized
in foaming, formulations which include the addition ,1 free TDI to
decrease foam density should not be used. These formulations produce
a significantly greater amount of TDI vapors than formulations which
do not utilize free TDI addition. Lower density foams can be achieved
using an auxiliary blowing agent such as Freon' I in the prepolymer.

3. TDI Reduction In Prepolymer: An attempt should be made by the
manufacturer to decrease the amount of free TDI in the prepolymer.
The one to two percent free TDI contained in these prepolymers is
excessive. In fact the military specifications for these materials states
that no free TDI should be present (Ref. 9). Any reduction in the
amount of free TDI in the prepolymer would directly reduce the vapor
quantities emitted. The manufacturer indicated that a reduction in
the amount of free TDI was not economically possible (Ref. 10).

4. Prevenive Measures: Safety and health precautions ruquired when
handling and foaming of TDI prepolymers can be found in USAF Technical
Order (TO) 00-84-37 "Foam-In-Place Packaging" (Rof. 11). These pro-
cedures should be followed in detail.

5. If the NIOSH TDI Criteria Document recommended standard Is
adopted into law an even more extensive and expensive worker pro-
tection program will be required where TDI exposure is involved.
The recommended standard is shown in Appendix D.

16 10
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
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SZA.PLE CALCULATION

McClellan Flex Foam Gun capable of producing 30,4/min foam

30/min = 817,200 grams/hr = 6,537,600 gms/8 hr day

Reconmiended NIOSH TWA = 0.005 ppm for 8 hr day

TLV .or TDI = 0.02 ppm for 20 min period

1 ppm of JDI @ STP = 0.00712 mg/i

Then:
0.00712 -5 x 0.005 ppm = 3.56xi0 - mg/= 3.56xl0-2pg TDI/t

1 ppm

Using the generation rate for the worst case; Formulation #2

Generation Rate = 3.25 pg TDI/gram foam

3.25__ TI x 6.5x0r graims = 2.1xl0'pg TDI/day
gram foam

Volume air needed to keep concentration TD! at TLV would equal

2.1x10 7pg TDI/day - 5.9x108 air/day
3.56xl0-'pg TDI/i

Changing to ft 3 = 5.9x108 i = 2.1r107 ft 3 of air/day
28.3 /ft 3

The McClellan Flex Foam Gun is housed in a semi-enclosed area which

measures 30'xl2x'l; or a 2880 ft3 area.

To keep the concentration of TDI just below the TLV, the room wou.d

require more than;
2.1x107 ft 3/day = 7303 air changes/day

2.88x10 3 ft 3 = 910 air changes/hr if perfect mixing occurs

However, under most conditions perfect mixing does not occur and;

K of 1.5 for flow through

910xl. 5 1360

30% safety factor = 1800 air changes/hr

A-1
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APPENDIX B

HYPOI. FOAM POLYMER CHARACTERISTICS
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a WpOL Foam PolyMer-
. tIs it -nd What It Does

A newly developed hydrophilic polyurethane prtpolymer. having the uniqueability toform plastic foamwith only thead-
Jawon of water., makes possible a whole new class of foam products.

The new polymer, trade named HYtOL. was developed at W.R. Grace & Co.*s Central Research Division
I .aboratories in Columbia. Maryland and recently turned over to the company's Dewey and Almy Chemical Division.
imbridge. Massachusetts for commercial introduction.

In contrast to conventional (hydrophobic) foam preparation. where 3 to 5 parts of water are used per 100 parts of
,-,ymer. the amount of water used with HYPOL hydrophilic foam polymer does not have to be carefullyadjusted totde
,pproumrate stoichiometric equivaicntofisocyanate ontent. instead.abr; ,raneofvatertoprepolymeirtiosmaybe
:.-e.J from 2.000 to 20.000 percent of the theoretical amount required. In practice. 35 to 200parts of waterare used per
Q') parts ofprepolyrwer. depending on the foam characteristics desired. Thi ability to accept large and relatively uncoo-
• -Wed amounts ofwater makes it possible to introduce a wide vade;y offun'tional additives in the aqueous strean. These

.^lude flame retardants. reinforcing agents. colorants, cleaning agents. etc.

In addition to the non-critical water requiremenh of HYPOL prepolymer. thefoamingreaction occurs rapidly with-
,",t the addition ofa catalyst. Curing times range from 3 to 6 minutes in the absence of a catalyst. With caayst addition.
f,,,ms can be demolded in less than two minutes after preparation.

Bothcell structureand aesthetic propeniesoffoams produced from HYPOLprepolymercanbecontrolledbychanlr

ing the amount of water. type of surfactant. etc. For example:

I. Foams rangingfromcosmetic softnessto rigid andfromconventional open cell structure to fully reticulated.
2. Rapidly wettingto slow, controlled wetingfoamscan be formed. Suchfoamsabsorband retain from 1Oto.V

times their weight of water.
3. Foams with densities of from 2 Ibs./ft.3 to 20lbs.ft. can be readily prepared from HYPOL prepolymer Ten-

sile properties are generally comparable to those of conventional polyurethane.

Such -fine tuning" of their properties with water, surfactants and otheradditives leads toa great numberofpo.ib e
dpplications for HYPO[. foams. Suggested end uses include: absorbentproducts:cleaningpads; fiters;carpet undeda) -
ment- floorand wall coverings: nonwoven binders: disposable absot bent material inbabies" diapers and sanitary napiun%

medical. dental and cosmetic pads. Other promising applications for the polymer foams are in sound deadening, plano
Srowth media, artificial sponges, and various household items.

The fire retardant properties of HYPOLfoams are vastly superior to thoseofconventional polyurethane foams The
Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) for HYPOL foams is in the range of 25 to 35 e ithot additives. compare. with 15 to li ftw
:,nventiona foams. This highly desirable HYPOL foam characteristic can be further enhanced by the addition ofa Mmme
'ctardant to the polymer and water mixture.

Funherinform tonon techniland appiaimeomsukinser v kess rU hYPOLmlswdpces may brek~ne
frm A.B. Holmstrem. Cmmercial beelipment ManagerOrganicChemicals.
tDtew'eyand Almy Chemical Diisitm. W.R. (;race & Co., Whittemore Ave., Cambridge. MA 02140. Tel. 617M76.14i

V-0 ftp.:. :-#f .nP~z'M.k#-CM f'' " -.. It bas ed en cot tot s'o.108e . and *V bet11 it to 00
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Foamable Hydrohilc PIYsocyanate

FHP2000 IFHP3000

Amber liquid Appara=c Amber liquid

(100%active material) (100% active material)

40- 520 Equivalent WeigLt 400-450
per NCO Group

SDens_ ty. 250C.
1.19 . n . ! i

000 i0Viscosity
10000 -15000 -cps @ 25C I 5.000 - 20.000

: NCO Content 2.2-2
1.95 - .20 q/

Acetone - Soluble In- Acetone
Toluene Toluene

Trichioethylene Trichloroethylene.
Ethanol (reacts) Ethanol (emwts)

Water Ireacts Water (reacts
to form insoluble foam) to form insoluble foam)

Reacts with moisture from the - Storae- Reacts with moisture from the
atmosphere: keep container Precautions atmospher?; keep container

tightly capped when not in use. tightly capped when not in me.
Crystallizes slowly on long Crystallizes slowly on Iong
standing: melts on heating standing; melts on heating

above 50 C. above SO* C.

Contains minor amou,;r of free -Handling- Contains minor amount of fWe
toluene diisocyanate (TDi 1. Hazards toluene diisocyanate (TDIl.

..1101t Chemical Safety Data Sheet SD-73. Consult Chemical Safety Data Vhe SD-
Mtanufacturing Chemists Association. Manufacturing Chemists Association.

I 42S Conn. Ave. N.W.. 1825 Conn. Ave. N.W..
Washington. D.C. 20009. Washington. D.C. 20009.

Also see Federal Register. Also see Federal Register.
Vol. 39. No. 1 25. Thursday. Vol. 39. No. 125. Thursday.
June 27.19114. page 23540. June 27. 1974. page 23540.
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OPZEATUG PROCEMiM-S

A. Safety Precautions

Although on a laboratory scale the hazards are small, you

slwuld, nevertheless, caution all workers to the vapor hazards of

free TDI. With HYPOL FHP prepolymer, only about 1-2% by weight of
free TDI is present.

When working in a production line, the TDZ vapor hazard is
much greater because of larger avounts of materials and longer ex-
posure times for your workers. Be sure that adequate ventilation is
provided. The maximam allowable concentration of .DI in the air is
0.02 parts per million, and new government regulations way soon
change this to 0.005 ppm.
5. Randlint Practices

Please remind workers to protect the FHiP prepolymer from un-
necessary exposure to moisture from the air. Further. FRP 3000 tends
to crystallize slowly on storage and become more viscous. This thick-
e ning is reversible and can be eliminated by warming the sample and
cooling to room temperature again prior to foaming. To ivprove the
ease of transfer, you should warm the polymer to about 50"C prior to
pouring.

C. Foam Formulations
The following recipes correspond to the enclosed small 1" cube

foam exhibit samples. Ingredients are listed into two parts, Com-

p-ruent A and Component B. After mixing each separately, add part B
to part A. Then stir the mixture vigorously for about 20-30 seconds

and pour into a mold for foaming. Approxicate figures are -iven for
cream tLe (time for gas bubbles to become visible); rise t =e; cure
time (time for surface to become non-tacky), and demold time.

1. Regular Foam (N.YOeV FdP 3000)
The only difference in these preparations is the atount of

water used in the foaming operation.

Comwonent A Component 3
100 part~i pre polyme.- FH? 30;00 .3) L0D parts wacer, cr
I part L-5!G silicone surfactant b 80 parts water, or

C) 50 parts water
Sample I-a - (100 parts water) had a cream tir of 35 sdconds.

rise time ni 220 seconds, cure time of 310 seconls,3
4 de-old tire of 6 minutes. Foam density -.5 -bs/f t

aftar dryiPg.

6-4 Continued .....



(8O parts water) hid a cream time of 35 saconds,
rise time of 180 seconds, cure time of 330 seconds, 3
demold time of 6 minutes. Foam density -4.1 lbs/ft

sjrno e I-c - (50 parts water) had a cream time of 30 seconds,
rise time of 170 seconds, cure time of 320 seconds,3
demold tire of 6 minutes. Foam density -3.9 lbs/ft

Similar foams can be prepared using no surfactant at all.

Cells tend to be rather coarse under these conditions. Foams made

without surfactant are more easily wettable by water and, of course,
would be free of traces of extractable surfactant. The foaming speed

can be greatly increased by adding Thancat DD (amine catalyst) to the
water prior to mixing with the prepolymer. Somewhere around 0.5 tc

1.5 parts catalyst per 100 parts water should work out quite well.
With this assist you should be able to demold in about 2 minutes.

2. Regular Foam (HYPOL "5 FHP 3000) with Added TDI for Lower
Density

The same prepolymer is used as for 1.

Component 2-a Component B
100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water
5 parts TDI
I part L-520

Component 2-b Component B
100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water

10 parts TDI
1 part L-520

Component 2-c Comoonent B
100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water

15 parts TDI
1 part L-520

Component 2-d Component B

100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water
20 parts TDI

1 part L-520

Sample 2-a - The cream time was 30 seconds, rise time 250 sec-
onds, cure time 290 seconds ang demold time 5 min-
utes. Foam density -3.5 lb/ft'.

Sample 2-b - The cream time was 35 seconds, rise time 220 sec-
onds, cure time 420 seconds and demold time 7 min-
utes. Foam density -2.5 lbs/ft3 .

Sample 2-c - The cream, rise and cure times were comparable to
2-a and 2-b except slightly extended; the demold
time was slightly more than in 2-a and 2-b and the
foam density was -2.7 lbs/ft3 .

25<
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The cream, rise and cure times were comparable to
2-a and 2-b except slightly extended; the demold
tiL, was slightly more than 4 2-a and 2-b and the
foam density was --2.3 lbs/fti.

An alternate method of lowering foam density is to use an

,uxiliary blowing agent. We have found that FREONW 11 placed into

the prepolymer phase serves nicely in most formulations. Densities

approaching about 2.0 lbs/ft 3 can be achieved by use of FREON at

levels of 5-15 parts/lO0 parts of HYPOL polymer. FREON blown foams

have an additional softness that is difficult to achieve in any other

way.

3. Regular Foam (FHP 3000) with Added PAPI 135 (Flexible to
Rigid

The prepolymer is again FHP 3000.

Component 3-a Component B

100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water
100 parts PAPI
2 parts L-520

Component 3-b Component B

100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water
50 parts PAPI
2.0 parts L-520

Component 3-c Component B

100 parts prepolymer 100 parts water
8 parts PAPI
2 parts L-520

Sample 3-a-- The cream time was 70 seconds, the rise time was
380 seconds, the cure time was 500 seconds and the
demold time was about 11 minutes. Rigid foam, den-
sity -4.1 lbs/fti.

Sample 3-b - The cream time was 60 seconG , the rise time was
320 seconds, the cure time was 480 seconds and
the demold time about 11 minutes. Semi-flexible
foam; density -3.9 lbs/ft 3 .

Sample 3-c - The cream, rise, cure and demold times were slightly
less than those recorded in sampleg 3-a and 3-b.
Flexible foam; density -3.3 lbs/ft3 .

4. Regular ANGEL FOAMTM (FHP 2000) for Softness and Water Wicka-
bility

The prepolymer this time is FHP 2000.

Cmponent A Component B

200 parts prepolymer 90 parts water
10 parts Pluronic L-6 -

The cream time was 30 seconds, the rise time was 160 seconds,
26 the cure time was 330 seconds apd the demold time about 7 min-

utes. Foam density -3.5 lbs/ft . This foam is rather difficult



make by hand stirring. To get best results, mixing should be*
done very thoroughly, preferably using a high speed mechanical
agitator.
5. Regular Reticulated Foam (FHP 3000)

The prepolymer batch is FHP 3000.

Component A Component B
200 parts prepolymer 190 parts water
15 parts TDI 10 parts Pluronic L-64

0.5 part Calcotone green
* pigment

The" cream time was 40 seconds, the rise time was 160 seconds,
the cure time was 260 seconds and the demold time about 5 min-
utes. Foam density -4.1 lbs/ft 3 .

D. Compounding Ingredients

For the foam recipes and attachments listed, here are the sources

of the compounding ingredients cited therein.

L-520 Silicone Surfactant - Union Carbide Corporation
PAPI 135 Polyisocyanate - Upjohn Co.
Monastral Blue Pigment - American Cyanamid Co.
Calcotone Green Pigment - American Cyanamid Co.
Pluronic L-64 Surfactant - BASF Wyandotte Corp.
Thancat DD catalyst - Jefferson Chemical Co.
(N-ethyl morpholine)

FREO-W" 11 - duPont Co.

E. Foaming Equipment

Polyurethane foams are made in the U.S. alone in quantities in
excess of I billion lbs/year. There has been a lot of work done to

devise equipment for foaming. However, with all conventional urethaneeonly about 2-4 parts/lO0 of water is used. By way of contrast, in

HYPOL-' foams we use routinely anywhere from 30 to 150 parts/100 of

water. So some modifications in equipment are required, although

these are relatively minor.

At our labs in Columbia, we have a standard Martin Sweets Co.
foam machine in operation with HYPOL prepolymer. This for-s loav;es

or buns by the "pour" method (i.e., no spraying possible with this

machine). We also have a Gusmer spray gun. Still another method ce

foaming is outlined in the attached reprint from Product Enizineerin,,

September, 1972. If more information is needed, we would be glad L.,

discuss foaming equipment in more detail.

F. Foam-in-Place Applications

There is the possibility of the coating or impregnating ot fa -

, rics (woven and non-wuven) with FIR? prepolym er, followed by iimer.-i,)n

in water (nr steam) for noaming in situ.
B,- 7
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=e unusual compaibility of oud FHP prepolyr.ei with water, we believe,

.that it should be possible, for the first time, to successfully foam

in place in this manner. We have had limited success in the labora-

tory using cotton fabric. However, we recognize that the task is not

a simple one and that it will require substantial development effort

und skill to develop a satisfactory product and process.

As we are primarily interested in selling the FHP prepolymers,

rather than a foamed product, we have not devoted much time to the

study of.foam-in-place techniques. The only guidance we can give is

that the cotton swatches were saturated with FHP prepolymer and the

excess polymer' squeezed out with a doctor blade (or by nip rollers).

The sample was then immersed in warm water (50-60*C) for about 40-50

seconds and removed from the water for completion of the foaming.

After the foam surface has become tack-free, one might consider
"crushing" the foam by passing it immediately between nip rollers un-

der moderate pressure. This will help to give a smoother surface, a

more uniform thickness control and a coated fabric that will later sh3

dimensional changes (swelling and shrinking) when it is contacted wit

water or solvents.

This latter .oam crushing operation may be useful in gaining the

microporous cell structure needed or desired for applications such aj

fabric coatings, chanois-like products, filters and synthetic lea-her

like products.

G. Skin Embossing

FHP foams can be surface embossed by contacting with a metal

pattern surEace, Ipreheated to about 200C or so for 5-15 seconds

under light pressure. This heat/contact technique will give an in-

tegral surface skin having the same embossed pattern as the metal pa

tern sheet or mold. Presumably this embossing could be done continu

ously by passing the foam sheet through heated, patterned nip roller

H. Foam/Fabric Laminates

Conventiunal poly(ester/uruthane) foams can be readily slit L-,

thin sheecs. These shee-s can th-en be f!ame laminatcd (melt bo.i..:

to Fabrics or other substrates. This technique has not been donk ,

successfully to daLe with conventional poly(ether/urethane) foar-.,.

Althogh .,.e have. not tried it, %,e believe thaz the HYPOT. Fn'

foams t~ma be successfullv bonded using the flame lamination ret'-.,:.

28' R-8
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f urethane f oams, off course, can be l.aminated to -

or other substrates by the use of adhesives-

Ctnc lus i ?on's2:

I hope that these instructions and samples will give a good

starting point for evaluation of the HYPOLS in your applications.
it takes some practice and experience to be able to make the foams

succcssfully each time. nf you have any problems or questions,
please cn't hesitate to et in touch wi'h us.

i

4
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APPENDIX C

Grim, K.E. and Linch, A.L. "Recent Isocyanate-

in-Air Analysis Studies." Amer. Ind. HyK. Assoc.

J. 25: 285-290. 1964.

(Reproduced with permission of the American

Industrial Hygiene Association.)
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Recen lsoyuate-in-Ai~r Analysis Studies

:VThe repgent and-samuple volusm hr the Maccall melthod -lor the dtrdto
of olueiscaa-(TDI) in air have barn moedifed to-acconunadste dll~

reision of the Tb~~old--Liit Vale (TLV= 0.02 ppm). A 6l ighe asily
portable msemubly whi ncludes he -Uoi-Jeto;meaate Aiwr Saipler Weattea,
and a comapact-set o( permanment Siquid coase standardo-for the rasge 0.01 to 0.06
ppim was developed for field sueys. A sliiar unit, moedified-to prevld amnn
liquid -color standards 6i a visual comparator -adapted to the required -10m lt
path, -was canpleated- for the Raot deltermolmaties of combineld T01 anid TI ovea.
A sanisfactalry laboratoy teKs based es- the bMaccall raethed lot TDI, has been
developed Ar traces of MADI (msetbyleas-bis-(4-pbenylisseyanae)), In air. The
method easily detects 0.01-ppm DI in a one cMuc fooi air sample.

-,introdiuction a field kit-based on the Ranta method for
-T HE CONTNUED growth- of the ure determining IM plus TI)! urea-in air down
T tane foa-i industry -has cirnphasized- the to_0.0[-ppm;Ac)- a-tahiatoq-Iethod, '-'ich

th feldtestng he tmomher an should be easily adaptAble to a field test kit,
imPortanc of fil etn teamshr n for rapitly determining 1113 -in air down tow
the vicinity of foaming opetations, to insure 0. pit
-that isoacyanate contamination of -the air is
vheld-to safte liruits The- original -Marcali fld TIFedKt
-Lit,- is adtclaete for esitimating TD1! (toluene- TIFedKt
-disocyanaw.) down to 0.05 plii. H(owever, 'Thei field kit devited by Marcali was not
-tile revision of~the Threshold-Limit V'aluae for intended to determine TD[ in tile 0.029 ppm
II-is air fhoa 0.1 to 0.02 ppmi in- 1961 by range, hut-a revirw of the method indicated

-tla.o Amierican Conference of Goveinnmeatal that by increasing the air sample size and
Industrial Hygipnist%7 placed the-TLVr belowv dectaiaing the _reagent volutnes adequate

Alec applivible -linkit of the field- kit. sensihivitv could be obtained. A similar ad-
Aim alternate-test maethod. the kanta M.th- juittne.nt of air volurne and thme use of -long-

od,$ pernmits- tile simultaneouas determiaton path colorinmetric standards perinit the tise
of TDT at d TDI urea _('.3'._diisocyanate-4,4'. of tile kanta inethod in% a portable field kit.
diinc-thylcarbanilide). Althoughl- tltissacthod Bothm aethods-described below were devel-
W.a.s- Used in tile laboratory to follow the or- oped in cooperation with tile Union Indu-
ftifinal- toxivolo "ical studies of Ml,-- no test trial F..iiripsrnrent Co.. -Port Chester. Ne~w YorL.
kit-had been developed for field- usc.

Is~xvimates -ot~er than TDI are Iiiing ImrvdS pr
iew- uie in tirelane foam -foi nuIatkins. 1111. Use Of a- hand opesateil ..at"~Iiaag dei-

Sm::eL amcong tlm.sc newer isiocyanats ii vice for liarnc air, sailvA luvp wtral dis-
NUA (amdve li(Ipwulccaae . *dvantages. Colkbction of a one-cmakic'-fot
foi- whklahseItlmertthe Marcati nor tile Ranta santplt.aider tile conditions originally rer-

is &Ii r..*tk applkcab'.. otistnendix! %%ould requiiire 30 itmitv., -oft
111k Ilm~ur presets: (al modification,; of -tedious work amid-fill tinte attention by pit

Stile Ntarevli field kit-to p-l3lit thme deteitiina- orator to a Angle samtlr. riwx tebjev-
tion - of 'I'M in air down to 0.01 ppna; (b) tionutabe frature.4 la~e bWen overcome by
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Fao L. "L'i-3et" Air Sam-pler and TDI-it-tkitst.

using the self-powered "Uni-Jet"t Constant The reagents and chemical- manipoulations of
-Rate Air Sampler.' This collector (Figure 1) the original NMarcali: method wer*e retaine&t
derives-the-vacuum- r-quired to-draw the air Improvement in sensitivity by increasing the
sianpie through--a standard midget impinger air volume sampled and redticing t eagent
by expansion of "Freon-12"O or "Freon-22" volume is sumnmarized-in Tab~e I;-the eqtuip-
propellants (for -6lo -ambient temperatures) niei-t- is illus.trated in Figure 1.
through a microaspirator. Constant aspirating Since the reagent -solutions. are stable for
rawe is ptovidud-by a back-pressure controlled no more -than -two or t~.rce weeks, thit solid
liquid "Frein' -feed valve which mraintains a components are enclosed in x~alc glass cap-
rowstasit propellant-vapor pressure at the aspi- sules placed within the plastic container along
rator itcroc orifice. It ptovides a unifoi nt with the appropriate. volitie of water or
rampling sate over an ambient temperature- aqueoius acid. just prior to use, the-caplules
range of 30%-l 10"F with the aluence of spadik are- crushed by finger pre~ssure against the
ur static atirce's. The only ope~rational atten- sides of the bottle's ant] ktec solid MoMPOnent
tion required is the opening and closinS of dissolved by shaking before removiilg the
tive piniclkant -control valve, bottle caps. The reagents arec dispenied drop-

The Ptandard midget isnpiugecr wa% modi- wiie from plaitic bottles throtigh capillary
fied by initalling a Teln~fluiorocarixon tips which deliver rept oducibli. uniform drop
-.Sein baft:e to miniie entrainment anti- by sives (0.01-mi/dropli.
placing a "Teflon" bleeve over lte .standcard Peranent, stable, liqu~id co'lor standard,
taper. joint to elinminate the need foribri- (0.01. 0.02, 0.04, and (I.0l ppm) witi
rant. uss1atch the dincnsionss and contouor of the

ttolt in which color -developinent is cartied
S,fivet TDI Test Ki! otare scaled in a pjsckcz-sive '1;4j x 34 x I

The p-tfvraed methsod for the detersutia- inches) color conmparator -block. Sufficient
tionf of TIl in-air is the Marcali methad.L' taegnti foir e113lt to' te:n field tc..ts anti the
1'hii cruo-etm.tric rsL'tllscld epeadi uts~ tlxv color cuttiparator vani be obtained tlCiSUiter
h% dt olsi of thme isocyamate to the con espond- tcially-as a ctirnp,.!ete: kit.!
iueg-antisw, dia~tizatiton and coupling to X- Since the lavdzoi~sis of 'ID11 to toluenec-
l-napltmylethylenediantine. and ineasutensent diansine in the: add-abiorber solution -it es-
of -tile .:eilor -intensity at 550 millimicrons. sentiall - quantitative, calibra;iOtts may be
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Induo,,jal 14girne Jottrnil IR
checked- ueo an equivalent-aitount-of TABLE I
tolucim~liamine--(NMTD) -in-place of the tela. -Field-Kit-for rholarnliDeternnaton

tis lv ~atldou socarntc &ivake wich.t-D I1 AirfShowing Revisions

.transfers. ftliytetirgasofT
bv 1.4:3 to obtain- the eneuivalent -Micrograms V1wu of asse*. mw ft. .1 &A

of T-D 1. amuto O at e is
PreciIfn thefac colo densitvit are greate As tA

soltin linits itealraed te vst cuke nditysadadvaushrt

poacuraind thenigt iin -e. -thaied bycon-se
npectrothe igiet npingertionu the FindJet RC
amie&nl plac t ainbe th co- cav in and sml@"

F a~~~~~~moiatr heair atre~ 0.1 no.t er -te r TeRnamtowihmaue
10 mtintes *iefr adeupnn e nardlTy inurIead nuo the sauer petrt-

the indct ipinIfr-and p otor mesut -reten thn yel cOlor
therocedurlten nt (450 stndafrad, w"Ihe doiohlani le

the clibrted est tbe. rushthe ga-matersi l ored inn an-h qeoupoin cii euty
inasthe .0all plati motls onain-=Y1W-ae h.rsing solu. elsleoimntioto hd boicanid.h

ec-solution. On the lboedtest tuer de Mlitns ta~ntar %-isb itwo.pacic
theudrotin tist apnger acd Then drp fHovr tdcetsnstvt asoti
oltio t o. mi-e (imntrtbo ide r-e- by ncasn -tesouieo arsapcd

Ai ane pli c --i lsing thecol tcav ity tand uicfo.rdcigteas~e-vlu

aAratr 6two ara0.c(Lprminutes.adsn r fsoo -the orianezer tod,0(3 masur e su cau-
t0ionuteo. 2asnadi ci)ad wr unti uprc reaoat.n hed uon lih slathi

rDtsawrof the ra isevovd Stoppner andn shownmtr ineFiurem igente-the ue ourt
isr eea tmes o elaf the sopper sio theto p) an d -is he adimcete cicles nin te
the calitbrated et sptte.riushteg il irrborbe ian an thueu soltio of ethyol-

inedt sieall timas.iA batle-rs colrainicaesou iltlvsdmntre-adocai.Th
tis 1,) 2, -acsnd (A an iet viorlo which nest o h )~w olr:mvos
dfemsop:ation. pe c attsicmleto ztnrtlof Crud-is atatio -lt afaild kinieepatic
the dropping: lps at - dd- tet t li rops!:iofn Hover'at ,~4 suffcin fihuatovt was~c otim o

s olo Nob.i11-r(sodaium.I h w~i nitritekn:.r-byicesn h vaute-of ai she pltin c,
a-ilut. tox by loig the tithebr weint the -,nt caeubc foot -i reduci teab.-er--soluteon

Adflu... tr uie ggdsixates, co so th ;o- the aiet ft IMlge.. CeTe v iis-

m.r th the psi-lved. iSi-tolpr -wande.lsd sg ow thFie1. Lnigte -Air s~sjhr pubes
vertl .sevearatms. lle-saaa th ippcarot then tp andit cii-id as istcrs. in the.

ful. t prvzt a~iterigC-mur 3on~ i h a ftecmXdd ix rop of eagnt o. (K-. pratr Mck. oththereaent-it nd olo
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cu. ft. per minute for 10 minutes. DisaMem- naphthyletaylenecikumine dihtydrmehlotide
ble the hapinger andallow ittotamid for in-50 ml water, add-2aconcetrate&

Plae _ie~ampe- n te vsua copartor with water. isoltnistaefr
a~nd- match- with the appropriate standard about-ten-dap.

tha k-tilgi nt hree ircle of h lih Aim aplrbondate iwte and thdcilt ct I

dialn~e diaganalbe-computed asn foMrlows:

Mope outi kn adt~it O o Prcduren h op
ling reactio MTo diamwift. Colkor faml. Pipet 5 soium ofth

e thet amet as hateao the necaiTD est 1.0 mal~slai acid-alre solution into gthepig

that matia i-ir.e to suDAe (mthne p irmpler and plce it i0scnds tero cavot
diailinyofe) Mraimdodcrdc ti o msirtesh pi~iple 1dium -teabrbaer

thislaboatoy: IP U he bsortionan Our.ution ith pirrmingt. Nte 15t
Apariai esatfctr bu0 mi ou lnufties masdlulat th eactua amn-

lin gec rocede s slol t4, pr=- -pi blan. aTh 555-mat de -to th-alrtime~
due a n dcl orniet -mayal-tbure tofindte microoraso i h

InvestigatAor Somle with Ccolibnration Cfde-urer t ow .21xm-p:l
copesouinadaiingeri the ioup- ouinA.Acrtl eih02 o03

ling~~~~~~~~~~~ MDatio into 700 mifi - hc e oo omton. Pilacial. ace acdid.ni

-ducd-te-fia~racton-tme rom-wo otis tieoltion- itm-diel piet sat Snv-&
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1.sample represents 0.002 ppm MDI. The sim-
I. ilarity of colors obtained in the determination

of MDI and TDI prompted preliminary ex-
* periments -which indicate the procedure just

2 described can be modified to give an estimate
~a4. TDI test kit colors. The additional reagents

required are a 1.5A sodiim, carbonate solu.
tion- and a 17o X-1-naphthylethylenediamine
dihydrochloride solution.
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1.* RECOMMENDATIONIS FOR A TOLUENE -DISOCYANATE STANDARD

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Realth

(KIOSK) recomnds that worker exposure to toluete dilsocyanate (also

called tolylene dilsocyanate or ThI) in the workplace be controlled by

requiring compliance with the following sections. The standard is

* designed to protect the health and safety of workers for an 8-hour

day, 40-hour week over a vorking lifetime. Compliance with- the

stand i should therefore prevent adverse effects of TDI on the health

and safety of workers except in those workers already sensitized to

TDI; they should not be exposed to any mount at all. The standard is

measurable by techniques that are val'id, reproducible, and available

to industry and governmental agencie;. Sufficient technology exists

to permit compliance with the stcmdard. The standard will be subject

to review and will be revised as necessary.

"Exposure to toluene diisocyanate" includes work in any area

where toluene diisocyanate is stored, transported, or used.

Section 1 - Environm~ental (Workplace air

(a) Concentration

Occupational exposure to toluene diisocyanate (TDI) shall be

controlled so that no worker shall be exposed to a time-weighted

average (TWA) of more than 0.005 ppo (0.036 mg/cu u) for any 8-hour

workday or for any 20-ninute period to more than 0.02 ppm (0.14 mg/cu

a).
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(b) Sampling and Analysis

Procedures for sampling, calibration of equipment, and analysis

of TDI samples shall be as provided in Appendices I and II, or by

methods shown to be equivalent or better in sensitivity, precision,

and accuracy.

Section 2 - Medical

(a) Medical Examinations

(1) Preplacement: A comprehensive physical examination

for all workers shall be made available to include as a minimum:

medical history, a 14" by 17" chest roentgenogram, total white blood

cell count with differential, baseline forced vital capacity (FVC) and

forced expiratory volume at one second (FEV 1.0). An absolute

eosinophil count on capillary blood is recommended as an additional

useful baseline measurement. The history should pay particular

* attention to the presence and degree of any respiratory symptoms, ie

breathlessness, cough, sputum production, wheezing, and tightness in

the chest. Smoking history should also be elicited.

If a positive personal history of respiratory allergy, previous

sensitization to TDI, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is

elicited, the applicant shall be counseled on his increased risk from

occupational exposure to TDI. Chronic bronchitis, emphysema,

disabling pneurmoconiosis, or cardiopulmonary disease with

significantly impaired ventilatory capacity similarly suggest an

increased risk from exposure to TDI. If a history of allergy other

than respiratory or of other chronic respiratory disease is elicited,
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the applicant should be counseled by the physician that he may be at

increased risk of adverse health effects from industrial exposure to

isocyanates. At the time of this examination, the advisability of the

* worker's using negative or positive pressure respirators shall be

evaluated.

(2) Periodic: The above examinations (with interim

history), with the exception of the chest roentgenogram, shall be

provided annually, or as otherwise indicated by professional medical

judgment, so long as occupational exposure to TDI cztinues. Repeat

white cell counts with differential and absolute eosinophil counts on

peripheral blood may also be useful. An estimation of FVC and FEV 1.0

at the beginning and the end of a work shift within the first six

months of employment with TDI is recommended as a useful means of

surveillance for TDI reaction. Diagnosis of sensitization to

isocyanates, for example from the occurrence of acute asthma,

nocturnal dyspnea, nocturnal cough, or eosinophilia, at any time

including annual periodic evaluations should exclude the worker from

further exposure to isocyap.ates.

Because of seasonal variations in pulmonary function, it is

desirable, for comparison of changes in respiratory function, that the

*periodic examination of an individual worker be performed about the

same time each year.

(3) The periodic medical program required in (2) -above

should be considered a minimal program. In addition, changes in

processes or the occurrence of spills or other emergencies that may
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cause changes in normal exposure levels, such as brief, high,

excursions, should be reported to the responsible physician, who may

require additional medical examinations or other medical procedures.

A decrement in FEV 1.0 as measured before commencement of the work-

shift and again after completion of the work-shift is a valuable

indication of specific reaction to TDI at the operational exposure

level. A rise in eosinophil count may also provide evidence of a

sensitization'phenomenon.

(b) Medical Records

Medical representatives of the Secretaries of Health,

Education and Welfare and of Labor, and of the employer, and those

physicians designated and authorized by the employee shall have access

to medical records, which shall include records of all required

examinations. These records shall be kept for 20 years, or, if the

employee dies sooner, one year after his death.

Section 3 - Labeling (Posting)

Containers of toluene diisocyanate shall carry a label stating:

TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE

DANGER! HARMFUL IF INHALED

CAUSES BURNS

MAY CAUSE SKIN OR

RESPIRATORY REACTION

Do not breathe vapor.

Do not get in eyes, on skin, on clothing.

Keep container closed.
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Use with adequate ventilation.

Wash thoroughly after handling.

First Aid: In case of contact immediately flush eyes or skin

% with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes while removing

contaminated clothing and shoes. Call a physician immediately.

If TDI is inhaled, remove the victim to fresh air. If not

breathing give artificial respiration; if breathing is

difficult, give oxygen. Call a physician immediately.

Work areas where exposure to toluene diisocyanate is likely to occur

shall be posted with signs stating:

TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE

(TDI)

DANGER

UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS KEEP OUT

HARMFUL IF INHALED

CAUSES BURNS

MAY CAUSE SKIN

OR RESPIRATORY REACTION

Also, the sign shall give information on the location of respirators.

Section 4 - Personal Protective Equipment and Work Clothing

Subsection (a) shall apply whenever a variance from the

standards recomwended in Section 1 is granted under the provisions ofI

the Occupational Safety and Health Act or in the interim period during

the application for a variance. Until the limits of exposure to TDI
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in paragraph (a) of Section 1 are met by limiting the concentration of

TDI in the work environment, an employer must utilize, as provided in

subsection (a) of this Section, a-program of respiratory protection to

effect the required protection of every worker exposed.

(a) Respiratory protection

Engineering controls shall be used wherever feasible to maintain

TDI vapor or particulate concentrations below the prescribed limits.

Appropriate respirators shall be provided and used when a variance has

been granted to allow respirators as a means of control of exposure to

routine operations and while the application is pending.

Administrative controls can also be used to reduce exposure to TDI.

Respirators shall be -provided and used for nonroutine operations

(occasional brief exposures above the limits and for emergencies);

however, for these instances a variance is not required but the

requirements set forth below continue to apply. In addition,

appropriate respirators and protective work clothing shall be providedI
to and used by employees involved in spray operations, as specified

below. Appropriate respirators as described in Table I-I shall only

be used pursuant to the following requirements:

(1) To determine the class of respirator to be used,

the employer shall measure the atmospheric concentration of TDI in the

-workplace when the initial application for variance is made and

thereafter whenever process, worksite, climate or control changes

occur which are likely to increase the TDI concentration; this

requirement shall not apply when only positive pressure respirators
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will be used. The employer shall ensure that no worker is being

exposed to TDI in excess of the standard either because of improper

respirator selection or improper respirator fit.-

(2) A respiratory protective program meeting the

• -general requirements outlined in Section 3.5 of the American National

Standard for Respiratory Protection, ANSI Z88.2-1969, shall be

established ind enforced by the employer.

(3) Respiratory protective devices described in Table

I-1 shall be either thosQ approved under the following listed

regulations or those approved under 30 CFR 11, published March 25,

1972:

Gas mask--30 CFR 13 (Bureau of Mines Schedule 14F)

Type C continuous-flow, supplied air respirator--

30 CFR 12 (Bureau of Mines Schedule 19B)

Self-contained breathing apparatus--30 CFR 11

(Bureau of Mines Schedule 13E)

(4) Workers engaged in spraying material containing

TDI and others within 10 feet of the spray unit shall wear Type C

continuous-flow, supplied air, positive-pressure, impervious hoods.

These shall also be worn in field and construction work where TDI is

being used in pour, froth, or insulation.operations. Use of such

respiratory protective equipment does not eliminate the need for

adequate ventilation for vapor control, but is additional protection

from mist. Gas masks may be used at distances greater than 10 feet

from the spray operatiuns if it is shown that the concentration of TDI
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Table I-I

Respirator Selection Guide for Protection Against TDI

Multiple of
TWA Limit Respirator Type

Less than 100 X Gas mask, industrial size combination

canister for organic vapors and with

high efficiency filter.

Less than 100 X Type C demand type (negative pressure)

supplied air respirator with full

facem-piece.

Less than 1000 X For routine (nonemergency) use: Type

C continuous-flow (positive pressure)

supplied air respirator with full

face-piece

Greater than 1000 X For emergency use: Self-contained
(and at lower concentrations)

breathing apparatus, in pressure

demand mode (positive pressure).

AI
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does not exceed 100 times the time-weighted average for continuous

work, or 100 times the ceiling for work of short duration, eg 20

minutes or less.

(5) The employer shall provide respirators in

- accordance with Table I-1 and shall assure that the employee uses them

when required. Employees shall be instructed on the use and cleaning

of respirators assigned to them, and how to test for leakage.

(b) Protective Work Clothing

(1) Where there is likelihood of skin contact with

liquid TDI the employer shall provide employees with impervious

clothing. These garments shall be cleaned inside and out each time

they are used. Rubber shoes or rubbers over leather shoes shall -be

worn where there is possibility of foot contact with liquid TDI.

Rubbers shall be decontaminated and ventilated after contamination.

Leather shoes which have been contaminated with TDI shall be

decontaminated or disposed of.

Workers within 10 feet of spray operations, or at greater

distances when there is a greater drift of spray, shall be protected

with impervious clothing, gloves, and footwear in addition to a

supplied air impervious hood.

(2) Chemical workers' goggles shall be worn where

splashes are likely to occur.

D-9
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Section 5 - Apprisal of Employees of Hazards from Toluene Diisocyanate

Each employee exposed to TDI shall be apprised of the hazards,

relevant symptoms, and proper conditions and precautions concerning

use or exposure. In addition to the better known symptoms, nocturnal

dyspnea or nocturnal cough should -he mentioned as less obvious

symptoms of TDI reaction. The information shall be kept on file and

readily accessible to the worker at all places of employment where .TDI

is manufactured or used. Information as specified in Appendix III

shall be recorded on U. S. Department of Labor Form OSHA-20, "Material

Safety Data Sheet", or on a similar form approved by the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration, U. S. Department of Labor.

Section 6 - Work Practices and Control Procedures

(a) Containers of toluene diisocyanate shall be examined for

leaks upon arrival. The containers shall be properly closed at all

times when not in actual use. Workers shall wear chemical safety

goggles while handling liquid toluene diisocyanate, and protective

clothing where contact is likely.

(b) All spills shall be cleaned up promptly in accordance

with the procedures described in Part VI. A supply of materials to

facilitate clean-up operations shall be kept on hand in all areas

where toluene diisocyanate is regularly used.

(c) Waste materials containing toluene diisocyanate can be

-removed to an isolated area in the open air or with exhaust

ventilation and soaked with 10% azmonia-in-water mixture for 24 hours
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before discarding. (Caution: Do not tightly close containers used

for decontamination, because of a possible increase in gas pressure.)

(d) All employees working in areas where toluene diisocyanate

is regularly used shall be instructed in procedures to be used in the

event of spills, and shall be instructed in the types of protective

equipment to be used during both normal and emergency conditions.

(e) Individuals not having legitimate reasons to be in the

TDI work area shall not be allowed access.

(f) Local exhaust ventilation shall be employed wherever

possible in indoor operations where toluene diisocyanate is used.

Such ventilation shall be designed to prevent the vapor from reaching

the breathing zone of workers and shall be maintained in proper

working order.

(g), Procedures including fire-fighting procedures shall be

established and implemented to meet foreseeable emergency events.

Fire fighters shall bi cautioned that toxic products, such as hydrogen

cyanide, phosgene, and carbon monoxide can be formed from the

pyrolysis of polyurethane products, and be prepared to avoid exposure

to such products, as well as to TDI. Respirators shall be available

for wearing during evacuation if long distances need to be traversed;

supplied air respirators shall be available for use where equipment or

operations cannot be abandoned.

Section 7 - Sanitation Practices

(a) Washing Facilities

Emergency showers and eye fountains shall be provided in areas
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where there is a potential exposure to toluene diisocyanate. They

shall be inspected frequently to make sure that they are in proper

working condition.

(b) Food Facilities

Food preparation and eating should be prohibited in toluene

diisocyanate areas. Smoking in such areas should also be prohibited.

(c) Clothing

Workers should change into work clothing at the start of work,

and remove it at the end of the workday.

Clothing on which toluene diisocyanate has been spilled shall

be placed in a tightly sealed container until removal for launderiZ.

The employer shall provide for laundering such clothing. If

commercial laundering facilities are used, the employer shall inform

the launderer of the precautions required in handling such clothing.

Section 8 - Monitoring and Recordkeeping Requirements

(a) Employers shall monitor environmental exposures to TDI

based upon the following sampling schedule:

(1) Monthly requirements: Except as otherwise

indicated by a professional industrial hyhf--e survey, breathing zone

samples shall be collected at least monthly to permit construction of

a time-weighted average exposure for every operation in which there is

a potential for exposure to airborne TDI, so that each employee or

employee location is sampled at least once every 6 months.

(2) Weekly requirements: If monthly sampling shows

the time-weighted average (0.005 ppm) or ceiling (0.02 ppm) values to
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be exceeded at any employee station, immediate steps shall be taken to

reduce the exposure. Weekly sampling of that station shall be

instituted and continued until all samples for two consecutive weeks

meet the standard.

Monitoring shall also be performed weekly whenever there is a

change in process or in materials used that could result in increased

exposure of workers. Such weekly sampling shall be performed until

all samples for two consecutive weeks meet the standard.

(b) Records shall be maintained for all sampling schedules

and shall include the type of personal protective devices in use, if

any, and the sampling and analytical methods in use. Records shall be

classified or readily classifiable by employee, so that each employee

has reasonable access to records of his own environmental exposure.

These records (and records of all required medical examinations)

shall be maintained for 20 years, or, if the employee dies sooner, one

year after his death.
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